There is considerable interest in advertising via the mobile medium thanks especially to its reach, targeting opportunities, and innate capabilities for direct response and interactivity.
Advertisers are continuously seeking the most effective medium for their messages. Their objective is to reach consumers in reliable, measurable and efficient ways. Recently, advertisers have turned their interest to mobile screens both for use as the main vehicle for a campaign and as a response channel for campaigns run through traditional media, such as TV, print, and outdoor advertising.
To put the solutions described in this article into context, one must first understand who the stakeholders are. Advertising is a complex business with considerable local variation. For this reason, traditional value chains do not accurately describe the market. Instead, a value web is used to depict the stakeholders and their relationship to one another (Figure 1) .
The driving force begins with an advertiser's desire to convey a message to a group of consumers in order to increase brand awareness and generate sales. Working together with a media agency, the advertiser defines a marketing mix and branding objective.
The media agency identifies the channels and media mix that best suit the campaign. It is also in charge of buying inventory from sales houses and publishers, and follows up the results of the campaign.
Sales houses are players that partner with publishers to resell advertising space on their behalf.
Because advertising is traditionally a funding element, as opposed to a stand-alone service, the attractiveness of the content or the context in which it is displayed is very important -this is the inventory that publishers provide. Operators assume the role of publisher whenever advertisements are placed or sold in telecom delivery channels, such as SMS, MMS, WAP portals, IPTV/video, mobile TV, and ring-back tones.
Three scenarios
Three scenarios are used to depict solutions that match the maturity level of advertising via telecom delivery channels (Figure 2 ). Ericsson offers several advertising enhancers and enablers, including MMS campaign management, MSDP mobile marketing, AdPoint for video and IPTV, mobile TV advertising, location-based services, and consumer information management.
In scenario 1 (Figure 2 , left) each enhancer and enabler must independently have different advertising capabilities.
The Ad Orchestrator in scenario 2 (Figure 2 , middle) integrates in a southbound mode to the advertising enhancers and enablers to give multichannel delivery and targeting. Northbound, the Ad Orchestrator enables the advertisement industry to interact through the creation of complete multichannel advertising campaigns.
The Ad Broker in scenario 3 (Figure 2 , right) constitutes a "one-stop shop" where media agencies can place an advertising campaign and reach out to all consumers in their target group independent of operator subscription. The main distinction between scenario 2 and 3 is that in scenario 3 Ericsson takes complete responsibility for the Ad Broker services.
Ad Orchestrator
The Ad Orchestrator enables players in the value web to efficiently collaborate in creating, planning, executing, delivering, measuring and optimizing multichannel advertising campaigns. Further, it enables reach and relevance K a m i l l a a s p, F i rooz Ba di e e , Be ns on pe ng, m a rt i n sv e ns son a n d pat r i K W i s s Because advertisements in the mobile domain must be unobtrusive, the Ad Orchestrator supports consumer opt-in (consumers must agree to receive advertisements). Operators can offer incentives from their own or from advertisers' service offerings, rewarding consumers with free voice minutes, free music downloads or other product discounts. Consumers who opt in to receive advertisements are given full control over their exposure to them. As part of the opt-in process, consumers must also provide demographic and other information that is used for targeting purposes.
Media agencies create complete advertising campaigns on behalf of their advertisers and can schedule, execute, measure and optimize the campaigns using the rich agency support feature set of the Ad Orchestrator. With it they can, among other things, predict campaign reach, manage and apportion campaign budgets, view real-time campaign performance, and continuously refi ne and optimize campaigns on behalf of clients.
Similarly, publishers use the Ad Orchestrator features to register available inventories. Once an inventory has been enabled with a set of keywords, the Ad Orchestrator can serve targeted ads to any channel and consumer group without further management. Reports and real-time feedback give publishers further control over revenue and inventory performance.
The Ad Orchestrator helps operators to tap new revenue sources by selling their inventories and by brokering external publishers' inventories. It can also generate operator-specifi c reports. Figure 3 summarizes the network architecture of the Ad Orchestrator as well as interactions between it and major players.
At present, the solution supports the pushing of campaigns via SMS and MMS. It also supports ad delivery for WAP browsing (on-and off-portal), SMS alerting services (also known as partial SMS), MMS alerting services (also known as partial MMS), unstructured supplementary services data (USSD), in-application advertisements, as well as web and FIGUrE 2 Ericsson's three advertising scenarios .
Presentation layer
The presentation layer consists of graphical user interfaces (primarily webbased). It also groups together the publicly published APIs intended for use by external systems.
Core layer
The core layer consists of business logic and the associated components that are needed to support the overall Ad Orchestrator feature set. Its logical components include Campaign Management, Inventory Management, Push engine, Pull engine, Targeting engine, and Reporting engine (Dashboard). Campaign Management enables media agencies and operators to create as well as approve workfl ow and modify campaigns with specifi c active lifetimes, budgets, targeting parameters, channel specifi cations and associated advertising content. Media agencies and operators may also view, revise, halt and terminate running campaigns.
Inventory Management enables the publisher to manage the life cycle of sites and inventories.
Ad Orchestrator provides convenient JSP/ASP/PHP code snippets that publishers can embed in their sites to fetch targeted advertising content.
The Targeting engine fi nds the advertisements that, based on campaign and consumer preferences, are best suited to a given consumer.
The Reporting engine uses a modern, interactive, fl ash-based charting interface that gives publishers, operators and media agencies real-time, interactive views of inventory usage for the campaign.
Integration layer
The integration layer comprises components that are used to provide fl exible integration mechanisms (via open APIs) with systems outside the Ad Orchestrator itself, including SMS-C, MMS-C, LBS, consumer-profi le data sources, and other advertising enablers. The integration layer also enables integration with BSSs, external data sources and custom tasks or interfaces.
Information layer
The information layer consists of three logical data models: consumer, partner ring-back systems. Subsequent versions of the solution will introduce support for additional channels, such as IPTV/video, and mobile TV.
Ad Orchestrator architecture
The Ad Orchestrator features a modular, portable and layered architecture based on the JEE (Java Platform, Enterprise Edition) framework. The architecture has four logical layers (Figure 4) , namely the presentation layer, core layer, integration layer, and information layer. Vinjett Advertising via telecom delivery channels and campaign. Each model has been optimized for its purpose and holds relevant data to maximize performance. The partner model also provides support for managing publishers and media agencies.
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Data mining and targeting
The potential for advanced targeting is what really sets telecom delivery channels apart from other advertising channels. By combining consumer identity with network information, such as location and billing data, one can localize or contextualize advertisements to a consumer's situation and output device. A consumer who is shopping in a mall, for example, represents a completely different situation from when this same individual is at home watching IPTV. To facilitate the complexity of targeted advertising, with its many roles, relationships and huge amounts of information, the Ad Orchestrator can connect to data-mining sources, such as the Ericsson CIM, to access external consumer profi les. Figure 5 shows the basic targeting parameters of the Targeting engine and an example of data sources used for consumer segmentation.
Ericsson Research is studying behavioral analysis (user profi ling) for microsegmentation of consumers. By analyzing how a consumer uses services, one can predict whether or not he or she will use a new service. Likewise, using CDRs it is possible to recreate the social networks. Then, by analyzing them, one can pinpoint the consumers in the network who are most likely to spread information quickly. Finally, tagging information to geographic positions makes it possible to apply sophisticated fi ltering techniques and create a system that only provides advertisements that make sense at a given place.
The Ad Broker
The Ad Broker, which is a further enhancement of Ericsson's advertisement solutions, makes it easier for the advertisement industry to reach out from one selling point with campaigns that target consumers in multiple operator networks (Figure 6 ). In the Ad Broker scenario, Ericsson serves as a trusted partner, handling payment and settlement relations between players and partners. with those that require operators to have their own resources. In cases where traditional delivery models are the optimal choice, the Ad Orchestrator may also be delivered as a scalable, modular, cost-effective platform that can be installed and operated inside a network operator's data center.
GUI and Dashboard
The graphical user interface (GUI) enables players to conveniently manage their objectives. The main system view gives users an overview of the latest developments and allows them to follow important events. Figure 7 depicts the campaign creation tool, which can be used to create and launch a campaign in a matter of minutes and gives media agencies the ability to change a campaign's targeting, scheduling, channel and budget information. Moreover, a media agency may, at any time during an active campaign, use the tool to change campaign parameters.
The dashboard provides interactive charting, trends and reports pertaining to Ad Orchestrator's business performance. This real-time information enables operators, media agencies, and publishers to observe and analyze their own business performance and to make necessary adjustments. Figure 8 shows the part of the dashboard view that gives operators a summary of the total number of impressions and clicks for all campaigns or for a specific media agency during a given time interval. The dashboard also provides an extensive number of charts with which operators can drill down to get information about the distribution -for example, the number of clicks for a campaign using select target parameters (such as sex, age, group, location, delivery channel, and device brand). Similarly, by means of quick analyses, one can get an overview of the top 10 campaigns in order to more finely tune distribution to targeted consumers.
The historical data reports can be enhanced with behavioral data to produce even more powerful tools for following, analyzing and predicting campaign and market progress.
Evolution
It is anticipated that advertising in the mobile space will increase in all three Obviously, the Ad Broker solution relies on good coverage of, and cooperation between, operators in the markets where the service is offered. And while this might be a difficult hurdle for some to clear, Ericsson regularly interacts with the majority of the world's operators and has already established a broker business relationship with more than 90 operators in 25 countries. Consequently, the connectivity that is needed to jumpstart most markets is already in place.
Ericsson Advertising Service Centers
The Ad Orchestrator and Ad Broker services are delivered from Ericsson Advertising Centers located at data centers around the world. All involved parties benefit from the lower cost and scalable solution that shared resources and the use of virtualization platforms give. Furthermore, servicerelated charges are only levied for the actual consumption of resources. The solution thus compares very favorably 
Media agencies
In order to develop a profitable advertising business, operators must establish and nurture relationships with media agencies. These players are key stakeholders because they strongly influence the selection of publishers and the channels on which the advertising budget will be spent. Ericsson has already initiated a global partnership program with numerous media agencies. scenarios (Figure 2) . Therefore, as a leader in mobile communication, Ericsson will further strengthen its solutions to help operators to make their digital channels attractive to the advertising industry.
Similarly, fully recognizing the importance of allowing consumers to receive unobtrusive advertisements, Ericsson will help operators to strengthen their consumer data-mining abilities. Ericsson is also continuously partnering with relevant players in the advertising ecosystem and enhancing its Ad Broker offering to bridge this industry to network operators. 
